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A PLEA FOR THE RECRUIT. 

By LIEU'r.·COL. EDWIN FAIRLAND. 

A1·my Medical Staff (Retired Pay). 

THE subject of recruiting for the Army is attracting much 
attention, not only on account of its own intrinsic importance, 
but also because of certain opinions expressed concerning it by 
officials of high standing in the Service in connection with the 
supposed increasing degeneracy of our race. I have no right 
nor desire to criticise these opinions, but having been engaged 
in recruiting duties for some years, and having passed some thou
sands of men into the Service, I may claill) to have some knowledge 
of the subject. 

I think the views expressed regarding the physique of appli
cants for enlistment are unduly pessimistic. In all great cities 
there must always be a more or less extensive substratum of 
humanity exhibiting signs of decadence; poverty, hereditary 
diseases, early marriages, &c., are all factors tending to degeneracy 
of type, and no city in the world is free from them. I doubt very 
much indeed whether England has a larger proportion of these 
decadents than any other nation. 

The points for consideration in any discussion on the subject 
are: (a) Whether this decadence is increasing, and (b) if so, how 
far is recruiting affected by it? For obvious reasons it must be 
difficult indeed to find conclusive statistical evidence to strengthen 
any belief in the first point. Modern sanitary science does so 
much to protect life, that it may be accepted as a fact that many 
individuals are preserved to drag out an impaired existence 
who in earlier times would have disappeared; it is open to ques
tion whether any material advantage is gained to the world at 
large by such preservation; the point is, however, beyond the 
Bcope of this paper. 

As regards the second question. Generally speaking, the men 
who present themselves for enlistment are naturally those who 
have more or less failed in the struggle for existence; their failure 
has, as a matter of course, impaired for a time their physical condi
tion; but they are by no means" decadents," if by that term is 
meant men who are victims to permanent physical deterioration. 
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212 A Plea fUT the Recruit 

On the contrary, these men, with few exceptions, soon regain, 
under Service conditions, all their lost vigour, and become stout 
and strong young men. At my depot the measurements of men 
enlisted for the Militia are compared, when they return for enlist
ment into the Regulars, with their second measurements; and 
it is remarkable the gain there has been under each heading. 

Old officers, accustomed to see in the ranks big and burly men, 
are apt to criticise the "weeds" supposed to fill up' so largely 
the home battalions. They make no allowance for the fact that 
under the strain experienced in late years the standards have been 
reduced, and that men smaller in every way are accepted for enlist
ment. There is full justification for these reductions; it is now 
recognised that smaller men are at least as efficient for modern 
warfare as the 'bigger men of olden days; and my own experience 
is that the most workmanlike and stable recruits are those who 
comply with the measurements of the modern linesman-5 ft. 3 in. 
to 5 ft. 6 in. in height; 33-35 inches chest measurement, and an 
average weight at 18 years of age of 120 lb. These youths, though 
small, are tough and sturdy, and by no means degenerate speci
mens of their race. Again, it would be difficult to find in any 
Army in the world men of finer physique than the gunners of the 
Royal Garrison Artillery, whose duties require men of considerable 
bulk. I have the privilege of passing youths of both these types 
into the Service daily. 

It must never be forgotten that recruits are enlisted at a 
minimum age of 18 years, for only three years' Colour Service. 
What kind of physique may be expected in men who leave the 
Army at or about 21 years of age? They have had no time 
to develop into very strong men, barely sufficient to mature at 
all. Is any attention paid to the fact, when the physique of the 
men is thus criticised, that the Army has no attractions as a career 
for men who look to the future, and possess ambition to succeed 
in life? Englishmen, as a race, are not deficient in courage, and 
are ready enough to fight when the need arises-witness the rush 
for enlistment in 1900. But they do not care for military service 
which takes them at an age the most useful for starting in some 
civil career, and leads to nothing in the way of wage-earning. 
It is true that of late, under strong pressure, the War Office has 
made some provision for the men on leaving the Colours so that 
occupation may be found for them; but these efforts are insuffi-
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Edwin Fairland 213 

cient. I believe most strongly that all the improvements lately 
made in the terms of enlistment and service, and all the induce
ments thrown out to men to enlist, are insignificant and valueless 
in comparison with a system introduced under official sanction, 
whereby every man who enlists will know that on completion 
of his Colour Service he will be eligible, if of good character, for 
some post under Government; or in large firms who will, by agree
ment with the War Office, select their employes from the men 
who have served in the ranks. Were such a system organised 
the natural objections of men of the better class to military ser
vice would disappear, for they would know that their time was 
not being spent uselessly; and until it is so organised I fear that 
we can expect only the unemployed class to fill our ranks. 

A great deal too much is made of the large proportion of men 
rejected as medically unfit for enlistment-men so rejected are not 
necessarily "decadents." In the first place, the tests applied are 
severe, and they vary to some extent owing to the idiosyncrasies of 
the examining medical officers. The men accepted must be almost 
perfect physically to meet the standards of requirement;1 any 
defect, however slight, is often sufficient to ensure rejection. Take 
the defects in vision; what percentage of men in civil life would 
pass successfully the test required for the Army? Errors of refrac
tion are not usually signs of disease, but as spectacles are not 
allowed in the service, the men possessing these errors must be 
rejected. Take flat feet; it is a fact that, amongst the class fur
nishing most recruits, flat feet are the rule and not the exception. 
The absence of a plantar arch, to a greater or lesser degree, lis 
almost universal; and it only becomes a defect when existing to 
an extreme extent; but it is a very fruitful source of rejections on 
the part of many medical officers. Again, the loss or decay of 
teeth; of late a high percentage of rejections has arisen from the 
existence of this defect, and in many cases, in my opinion, most 
extreme views have been thoughtlessly adopted. A complete set 
of perfectly sound teeth is extremely rare amongst any class, the 
Army regulations on this point of defective teeth are sound and 
common-sensible; but medical officers are apt to take extreme 
views on the point, and I have known many most excellent 
recruits lost to the Service by extravagancies under this head. 

Those who criticise rejection statistics must remember that 
the men actually enlisted are almost entirely free from any 
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214 A Plea for the Recruit 

blemish; it is not merely a "survival of the fittest," it is not 
that the examining officers pass the best of a more or less indif
ferent batch of would-be recruits; it is more than that, it is the 
rejection of all who fail to reach the prescribed standards. If 
the recruits are unsatisfactory it is because either the standards 
are insufficient, or the discriminatory powers of the examining 
officers are at fault. This being so, and taking the ordinary 
run of young English lads as they stand, it is rather remark
able we get any recruits at all. Some medical officers reject 
nearly 50 per cent. of the men who appear before them. 

Much has been made of the statement that "three out of 
five men who wish to join the Army prove physically unfit for 
military service." If the calc'ulation be correct the explanation 
is to be found in what is above stated, but the expression, 
"prove physically unfit," is not strictly correct. The proof is 
non-existent; the men have not had the chance of proving 
anything either way, they have been rejected at sight simply 
because they failed to reach the needful standards. 

Many men (or rather youths of 18) who have passed through 
one or more Militia trainings come up for enlistment into the 
Regulars in an impoverished condition, and therefore under 
weight. Asked why they are so thin? They reply, "Out of 
work since last training." During the time they have been at the 
depot their situations (if they had any) have been filled up; they 
cannot come back except as casuals, living from hand to mouth. 
Finally they seek enlistment into the Regulars, not because they 
are anxious to be soldiers, but because in the Army they can 
at least be sure of a meal. The material thus offered is not 
necessarily very bad, but it is hardly the kind from which an 
ideal Army is made up. It often improves very much indeed. 
but, then, alas! the three years' service soon expires; out 
into the world again the men must go, to join the great army of 
the unemployed, having spent three of the best years of their 
lives-improved, it is true, by good food and discipline, but 
not provided with anything in the way of capital for invest
ment in the life that is now before them. It may be said 
that they need not go, that they can extend their service, and 
eventually re-engage for twenty-one years, thus making soldiering 
their career. But the War Office does not desire this, it 
prefers the formation of an Army Reserve, and so it comes 
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about that hundreds of men are yearly discharged from the 
Service, with no aptitude for any special work and unfit to 
compete in the open market with the men who have remained 
behind. Can it be wondered at that so many soldiers become 
such derelicts ? 

The War Office exhausts itself in its efforts to make the 
Army popular, so that a better class of men may be induced 
to join the ranks; but all these efforts will be in vain unless 
and until it is understood that the Army itself is the stepping stone 
to a career. There are no insuperable obstacles to such an ideal. 
It is not necessary that the pay of the men should be raised, that 
is sufficient; but what is needed is that the men should l--now for 
a fact that on the expiration of their Colour Service they will be 
cared for; provided, of course, that their characters are good. The 
English public is averse to conscription, that must always remain 
a last resource; but it is clear that if the voluntary system is to 
be retained some sacrifices must be made. 

The scheme outlined herein embraces two features; one is 
the provision to be made at the end of a soldier's service for his 
well-being in civil life, the other is a provision for his continuance 
in the service from the day he first enlists. This is secured as 
follows :-The Militia should be the main entrance into the Army 
for all men, excepting those for the Cavalry, Royal Horse Artillery 
and Household Brigade; and their service in it should be con
tinuous for at least a year; in fact, the real standing Army at home 
should consist almost entirely of this force. The men after enlist
ment should remain at the dep6ts until they are old enough for 
transfer to the Regular Battalions on foreign service, which would 
thus be fed by young men who have had one or two years' service. 
They would be physically in much better condition and more 
suited for regular service than the men who now join direct, having 
already graduated in the ranks of the Militia. Of course, if the 
men desire it, they should still have the privilege of serving in 
the Militia only; but then they would lose the advantages sug
gested in the first part of the scheme, viz., that of participating 
in the provision to be made for those who have completed a 
reasonable length of Colour Service. The Militia should by the 
basis upon which the Infantry of the Regular Army is founded, 
the raw material from which the more highly finished Regular 
soldier is made. But it cannot be too strongly insisted' upon 
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216 A Plea for the Recruit 

that the success of the scheme must depend upon the guarantees 
that are given that employment will be found hereafter for the 
good soldiers who have served their country well. The Army 
is full of men who deserve a better fate than to fall into the 
sad condition of units in "the submerged tenth," from whence 
it is most difficult to rise again. It is true that the Army con
tains many wastrels for whom little or nothing can be done; the 
tendency of the scheme outlined here is to lessen this class, to 
have the ranks filled only by steady respectable young men, willing 
to spend the earlier years of their manhood in the Army, if at the 
end they can find suitable employment and means whereby they 
may· make a home and settle down as good citizens. Such men 
will not join the Service now for the reasons already shown, and 
the inducements offered in the shape of cubicles, modifications 
in fatigues, nights out of barracks, &c., are insufficient in view 
of the ever-present fact that 80ldiering leads to nothing. It is no 
career from which permanent advantages may be gained. 
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